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Abstract: This research work on socio-economic effects of kidnapping in South East Nigeria was taken to
expose the issues in kidnapping and its consequences to Nigerians in general and residents of South Eastern
States in particular. In order to achieve the objectives of the study, relevant data were elicited through
questionnaire from 360 randomly selected respondents whose profession relate to handling kidnapping issues.
Those respondents are legal advocates, policemen/women, clergymen and the general public who agreed that
they are aware of incidence of kidnapping in the zones. Chi-square statistical tool, mean and grand mean were
used to analyze data. The study showed that the primary cause of kidnapping is greed and high quest for quick
and unmerited wealth. Other causes as revealed by the study include moral laxity/decadence, unemployment,
non-implementation of relevant laws, easy access to arms and ammunition by political tugs. Based on the
findings, it is recommended that all property of any confirmed kidnaper(s) should be demolished and burnt;
while the kidnapper(s) should face the relevant laws and sanctions. Government should also create employment
and other enable issues to make the private sector to create jobs. 
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INTRODUCTION Related Offences Law” with death penalty as punishment

The palm produce and other agriculture products rich stringent laws and measures, kidnapping appears to be
South-East Nigeria which the region used to build increasing in South-East and South-South Nigeria. A civil
University of Nigeria and other development projects in society organization called Campaign for Democratic (CD)
1960s has been infested with high incidence of reported that no fewer than nine hundred and thirty eight
kidnapping in recent years. It appears that the use of (938) illustrations sons and daughters of the South-East
cheque books and the introduction of cashless society zone were alleged to have been kidnapped between
have made the armed bandits to change from armed January, 2008 and August 2012. It further reported that
robbery to another “lucrative” alternative (kidnapping). ransoms valued at about N1.2billion were paid during the

The early incidence of kidnapping may have been same period.
copied from the Niger Delta region when the militants
abducted some oil workers in February, 2006 to draw
global attention to the sorry situation in the oil rich Niger
Delta region. The victims were mostly foreigners. Since
then, the incidence of kidnapping has spread like
harmatan fire in South East Nigeria and the South-South
zone of the country. Currently, every Nigerian especially
the wealthy and well placed individuals and their close
relations/dependants have been living in fear. 

Capital punishment bills against kidnapping are
awaiting stages of readings for implementation by the
National Assembly. Further, states like Abia, Anambra,
Akwa-Ibom, Ebonyi, Enugu, Imo and Rivers have passed
into law a bill termed “Prohibition of Hostage Taking and

for confirmed offenders [1]. However, despite all these

It recorded the kidnappings as follows:
Anambra State 273
Imo State 265
Abia State 215
Enugu State 95
Ebonyi State 90
Total 938

While a few of the victims died in the hands of the
kidnappers, many had their relatives or governments in
some cases, “buy” freedom for the victims in order to
escape death. Many say that lack of employment
opportunities for the youths in different parts of Nigeria
further feel the recruitment of those jobless youths into
militia   groups.   Some   state   that   the   recent  cashless
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economy had reduced the possibility of stealing huge groom to effect the act and the bride family looses the
amount of cash. They added that the armed robbers then bride prize until reconciliation takes place. This type of
changed into kidnapping. Those robbers see kidnapping kidnapping is still common in traditional societies of
as being more lucrative than stealing. central Asia and Africa where women’s right to marriage

Conceptual Framework: The concept kidnapping seems
to have originated around 1682 among those who Express Kidnapping: This is a method of abduction used
perpetrate this crime. American Heritage Dictionary of the in some countries, mainly from Latin America where a
English language stated that the two words ‘kid’ and small ransom that a company or a family can easily pay as
‘napper’ were slangs the criminals used. Kid which still demanded without institution. This is usually executed by
has an informal meaning little or joke, ‘napper’ is obsolete amateur kidnappers who engage in the act out of sheer
slang for a thief, coming from the verb nap, to steal. In poverty. An example of this is reported in Business Day
1678, the year the word was first record, kidnappers piled newspaper of Monday 13  June 2011 where a lady
their trade to secure laborers for plantations in colonies in travelling to Port-Harcourt was kidnapped at Upper
North America [2]. Iweaka Onitsha and was released on the payment of

Kidnapping is a crime of unlawful, forceful seizure hundreds of naira by a fiancée student of Rivers State
and detention of a person or persons against his/her or University of Science and Technology [4].
their wish, in anticipation of payment of ransom or to
settle some scores of disagreement. Causes of Kidnapping: It is said that kidnapping is caused

In criminal law, kidnapping is the wholesale taking or associated with quest for ransom, revenge and ritual.
away or transportation of a person against the person’s That is the dictum of kidnapping and 3rs (three rs of
will usually to confine the person in false imprisonment kidnapping). Some writers state that kidnapping is caused
without legal authority. This act may be done principally by (a) unemployment (b) proliferation of arms as a result
to extract ransom or in furthermore of another crime. of political patronage and winning of elections at all cost
Kidnapping or abduction of a child is often labeled child (c) quest to get rich quick due to value system (d) moral
stealing or parental kidnapping, particularly when the act laxity/decadence.
was done not to collect a ransom but rather with the [5], stated that youth unemployment is one of the
intention of keeping the child where the other parent will major causes of kidnapping in the country. Many able
not see the child. In this case, the child’s parents usually bodied men and women, some of them with good
divorced or legally separated. certificates, waiting for non-existing jobs join kidnapping

Section 364 of Nigeria criminal code deals with due to inability to solving mounting responsibilities that
kidnapping; it provides that any person who unlawfully lead to frustration. Another issue is proliferation of arms
imprisons any person or takes him out of Nigeria without that are shared to political tugs by the desperate
his consent or unlawfully imprisons a person within contestants and their political god-fathers. These tugs
Nigeria in such a manner as to prevent him from applying use the arms to intimidate the political opponents and
to a court for his release or from discovering to any other obtain questionable victory to their ‘bus’. These arms
the place where he is imprisoned or in such a manner as to would not be recovered at the end and the jobless tugs
prevent any person entitled to have access to him from then use them for all sorts of crimes including kidnapping.
discovering the place where he is imprisoned, is guilty of Quest to get rich quick following the misconception
a felony and is liable to imprisonment for ten years [3]. or misplaced value system is another factor that leads

Typologies of Kidnapping: Kidnapping may occur in the over-emphasis on wealth and its display appears so
following forms: dramatic in the psyche of some South-East people that

Bride Kidnapping: This is the type of kidnapping that is of wealth. In a situation where sources of wealth is not
often applied loosely to include any bride abducted questioned but those in privileged positions (like
against the will of her parents; mainly when she is willing traditional rulers) reward such questionable wealth with
to marry the abductor. In some cases where this happens, chieftaincy titles, create false impression and
lovers’ make up their mind to marry each other, where the encouragement in minds of the youths. The jobless
bride’s family refuses to marry out their daughter to the youths then take to various types/kinds of crimes
groom. When this is the case, the bride conspires with the including kidnapping. Further, those in government

is still questionable.

th

people into joining kidnapping business. The present

they will be tempted to mortgage their integrity in pursuit
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positions loot money at the detriment of the masses they Death Points of a Kidnapped Victim: The following are
suppose to serve, the youths then resort to kidnapping death spots of any kidnapped victim.
the relations of those public officers to collect their own
share of the so-called national cake. A situation where the Operational kidnapping point/spot.
source of wealth is not questioned but the dubious wealth Period of transit or conveyance of a victim to hostage
is unconditionally accepted, there is no other option than prison
for the poor youths to turn to moral decadence and Period of incommunicado and interrogation of victim
reckless life style. Period of victim’s contact with his people or

Moral  laxity  in  addition  to  high  level of negotiation for ransom
corruption in the society and within the law enforcement Point of collection of ransom
professions thwarts the possibility to crime detection and Point of discharge or release of the victim
prevention. Post release trauma/ or shock

Easy Access to Hard Drugs: There appears to be close Prevalence of Kidnapping in Commercial Nerve Centres
relationship between easy access or availability of hard of South Eastern States: South eastern geo-political zone
drugs and prevalence of kidnapping. It is committed under of Nigeria is currently made up of five states (Abia,
the influence of hard drugs. Therefore, the easier one gets Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu and Imo) but the main
the hard drugs the more regular will be the incidence of commercial nerve centres in the states are mainly
criminality including kidnapping. Onitsha/Nnewi in Anambra State and Aba in  Abia  State.

Table 1: Litany of some kidnapped victims in South East Nigeria 2007-2011 
S/N DATE PLACE/STATE VICTIM
1 Jan. 27, 2007 Nsugbe Anambra State Ego Cordelia Uzuezie, the then Anambra State Commissioner for Women Affairs alongside her son

Kenechukwu on her way from Nwafor Orizu College of Education Awka where she had been a
lecturer. The kidnappers demanded N50million Naira 

2 Jan. 27, 2007 Nnewi, Anambra State Pius Ogbuawa, a businessman from Nnewi, Anambra State was kidnapped and N20million Naira
was demanded as ransom

3 April, 26 2007 Njikoka L.G.A Anambra State Patrick Mbamalu Okeke, a 73 years old traditional ruler of Abagana was kidnapped
4 April 2008 Umahia, Abia State Sarah Nwachukwu, a 75 years old woman from Umuahia, Abia State was kidnapped
5 April 20, 2008 Owerri, Imo State Ngozi Nneji, wife of Frank Nneji, ABC Transport boss in Imo State, kidnapped
6 May, 2008 Owerri, Imo State Celestine Ngobiwu, Member of Imo State House of Assembly, representing Obowo Constituency,

Imo State, kidnapped 
7 May, 2008 Owerri, Imo State Simon Iwunze, a member of Imo State House of Assembly, representing Mbano constituency in Imo

State was kidnapped. 
8 June 19, 2008 Owerri, Imo State Ginikachi Udeagu, daughter of Ebere Udeagu, former Deputy Governor of Imo State was kidnapped
9 Aug. 2, 2008 Uli, Anambra State Two-year old son of the Bursar of Anambra State University of Science and Technology was kidnapped
10 Nov. 15, 2008 Awka, Anambra State Joseph Dimobi, a member of Anambra State House of Assembly, representing Aniocha II

Constituency, was kidnapped
11 Nov. 21, 2008 Amaise, Abia State Eze Eberechi Dick, traditional ruler of Mgboko Agwa Amaise Autonomous Community in Abia State,

kidnapped
12 Aug. 16, 2009 Onitsha, Anambra State Pete Edochie, A movie star was kidnapped in Onitsha Anambra State
13 Aug. 20, 2009 Nsukka, Enugu State Grace Mamah, wife of James Mamah, a multi-millionaire transport mogul, kidnapped at National

College of Education, Nsukka, Enugu State
14 Aug. 23, 2009 Enugu, Enugu State Nkem Owoh, popular actor and comedian, popularly known as Osuofia, was kidnapped along Enugu-

Port-Harcourt Expressway
15 Aug. 23, 2009 Onitsha, Anambra State Godwin Okere, Chairman, GUO Motors, kidnapped at all Saints Anglican Church, Onitsha Anambra

State
16 Oct. 28, 2009 Isuofia, Anambra State Simon Soludo, 78 Father Of Chukwuma Soludo, The Then Governor of Central Bank of Nigeria,

was kidnapped
17 Jan. 2010 Orodo, Imo State Eze Samuel Ohiri, Traditional Ruler Of Orodo In Mbaitoli Local Government Imo State and Cousin,

Joseph Ohiri was murdered by kidnappers.
18 Mar. 15, 2010 Ubirilelem, Imo State Stella Odimegwu, wife of Chief Festus Odimegwu, Former Chief Executive Officer, Nigerian Breweries

kidnapped in Assah Ubirilelem, Orsu LG, Imo State 
19 May 21, 2010 Osina, Imo State Polycarp Ndubueze, Medical Director, Chika Medical Center, Osina Ideato South Local Government,

Imo State kidnapped. 
20 July 11, 2010 Obingwa LG, Abia State Wahab Oba, Chairman, Nigerian Union of Journalists and Three other members of the Union and

their driver, kidnapped at Obingwa Local Government Abia State
21 June 29, 2011 Enugu State Professor Ben Mba Provost Ehaamufu College of Education was kidnapped in School Premises in

Isiuzo L.G.A Enugu State 
Source: Newswatch Nigeria Magazine, July 25, 2010 Pp. 18-19; Tell Magazine, February 21, 2011, pp: 40-41. 
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For over ten years, one social problem that has remained workers for fat ransom thereby disrupting working
a recurring decimal in the south-south and south-east
zones of the country is the incidence of kidnapping. 

The Campaign for Democracy (CD) was told that a
very rich man who was kidnapped in Nnewi after paying
a ransom of N20million to buy freedom for himself went
into partnership with his abductors to catch other wealthy
man into their trap. He was said to be collecting a share of
the proceeds. His deal was revealed when his group
kidnapped and killed Chinese men working under Innoson
Motors group of company. 

The arrest of a notorious kidnapper, Osita Olisagbo
Ifedike alias Ofe Akwu and the demolition of the buildings
belonging to him (Ifedike) located at Umunakwe Ifite
village in Oraifite, Ekwusigo Local Government Area of
Anambra State by the state government is a right and
adequate measure to stop or minimize the action of
kidnappers [6].

Theoretical Framework
Frustration–Aggression Theory: Frustration
–Aggression theory was propounded by John Dollard
and his team of researchers in 1939. The theory was
expanded and modified by Leonard Berkowitz and others
in 1962. As People with different beliefs, values and
expectations live in different parts of the world and
interact in the social system, hostility and frustration
occur. The frustration hostility nexus escalate into
violence.

This theory believes that when individuals or groups
are denied what they feel they desire legitimately, they
feel disappointed which will lead to frustration and violent
behavior. The violent behavior will be directed at those
they perceive are responsible directly or indirectly for
such denial. It also maintains that where expectation does
not meet attainment, people tend to confront those they
feel are responsible for not attaining the expected issues
or benefits. The non-attainment of the expectation leads
to anger, frustration and aggressive behavior or violence.

The theory argues that aggression as propounded by
this theory is not as a result of natural or biological
instinct but due to anger, frustration and aggressive
behaviour that lead to violence. In other words, the
aggression is as a result of the fact that the people or
groups are getting less than what they think they deserve.

Propounders of this theory state that the conflict and
instability in the Niger-Delta in Nigeria is as a result of
anger and aggression that they are not getting a fair share
of the oil wealth that is extracted from their land. The
youths from the Niger-Delta then took to aggressive
behavior  by   vandalizing   oil  pipelines,  kidnapping   oil

atmosphere and reduction of barrel of oil being produced
by oil companies.

Further that those who are favoured by the economic
system are smaller in number. This is due to
mismanagement of the system. The majority strive in
abject poverty. 

Social Effects of Kidnapping: Kidnapping has contributed
to high level of mistrust among people. This has reduced
the traditional high level hospitality among the south
eastern Nigeria. People do not freely help those in distress
for fear of being kidnapped. Wealthy individuals now
demand for police escort in their daily activities and public
outings for fear of kidnappers. This demand for police
escort depletes the number of police that are available for
their main functions in the states. Further, commercial
motorcyclists popularly called ‘Okada’ have been banned
from operating in the state capitals of most of the south
east states of Nigeria. This banned business has adverse
social effects on the residents of those cities in addition
to its economic effects.

Many people do not buy new vehicles of their choice
for fear of being kidnapped. Some individuals do not paint
the outside walls of their houses and compounds for fear
of the hoodlums. This is just to present the picture of
unfinished houses and compound. All these are not to
attract the kidnappers.

Economic Effects of Kidnapping: The economic effects of
kidnapping are legion. These economic effects could be
direct or indirect, to the individual, group, state and
nation. On the individual basis, much money have been
spent by the relatives of the victims as ransom to free the
victims. Upto N15billion have been paid as ransom to
kidnappers between 2006 and 2009.

At the state level, Enugu State government under the
leadership of Barr. Sullivan Chime purchased over 150
vehicles for the police to address security challenges in
the state. Other state government in the zone bought
different types of vehicles for the security agencies in
their states to minimize crime. 

The nation loses a lot of revenue when expatriates
working in the multinational oil companies are kidnapped.
Dode reported that in 2006 when kidnappers abducted six
foreign expatriates working in shell Oil Company, the
company closed down. This closure led to loss of millions
of cubic litres of gas each day. The federal and state
government of Nigeria have increased budget on security
since the beginning of kidnapping and Boko- haram. This
extra amount on security could be used for other
development issues.
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The large sum of money spent as ransom, the extra Ho: There is no significant relationship between
cost of paying for police escort and the economic kidnapping and the high quest for quick money by the
implications of banning commercial motorcyclists people.
popularly called ‘okada’ spell doom on economy of the
affected individuals, the state and the entire nation. Ha: There is significant relationship between kidnapping

Methodology: The research design which the researcher
adopted in this is survey because of the exploratory Analysis of Data: The chi-square (x ) test of significance
nature of the study. The design is directed at collecting was adopted as an analytical tool to determine whether a
data using questionnaire and interview of the significant relationship exists between the variables.
respondents. Secondary data were obtained from relevant
journals, books, magazines and other literature from both The formular of chi-square is:
private and public libraries.

The   respondents    were   selected   from   the  areas (Ob-Oe)
of   the   cities   of   the   South-East   where   kidnapping X  = ----------------- 
is  most  prevalent.  The cities are Aba in Abia State, Oe
Nnewi and Onitsha in Anambra State, Enugu urban in Where
Enugu  State,  Abakaliki  in  Ebonyi  State  and  Owerri  in X = Chi-square
Imo State. Ob = Observed frequency 

Table 2: Distribution of Questionnaires in South-East States of Nigeria 

States Distributed Returned Percentage

Abia 100 85 85

Anambra 100 80 80

Ebonyi 60 54 90

Enugu 60 55 91.7

Imo 100 86 86

Total 420 360

Mean Percentage return = 85.71

Source: field work 2012

Those respondents were further stratified into groups
as follows: Policemen, legal advocates, clergymen and the
general public.

Table 2 shows the classes of respondents and the
number of returned questionnaire. 

Table 3: Profession of respondents 

Respondents No of Returned Questionnaire

Legal Advocates 90

Policemen 80

Clergymen 70

General Public 120

Total 360

Source: Field work 2012

Hypothesis One: The first hypothesis is to verify if there
is relationship between kidnapping and the high quest for
quick money by the people.

and the high quest for quick money by the public.

2

2

2

2

Oe = Expected frequency 
 = Summation sign

Decision Rule: The decision rule for statistical
significance states that whenever the calculated chi-
square is greater than the table value, the alternate
hypothesis should be accepted, while the null hypothesis
should be rejected. On the other hand, whenever the table
value is greater than the calculated value, the null
hypothesis should be accepted while the alternate
hypothesis should be rejected. 

Decision on this Hypothesis One: Since the calculate chi-
square value of 10.99 is greater than the table value of 9.0
(10.99>9.0), the alternate hypothesis (Ha) should be
accepted while the null hypothesis (Ho) should be
rejected.

This implies that there is significant relationship
between kidnapping and the high quest for quick money
by the people.

The next item is to verify the extent to which
kidnapping affect the socio-economic conditions in
South-East Nigeria. The data were obtained from the
responses of the respondents. The weighting was
structured on four point Linkert scale thus:

a. Very Low Extent (VLE) = 1point
b. Low Extent (LE) = 2points
c. Great Extent (GE) = 3points
d. Very Great Extent (VGE) = 4points
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Table 4: ANALYSIS

Respondents SA A D SD Total

Legal Advocates 51(50) 24(21.75) 10(10.25) 5(8.0) 90

Policemen 42(44.40) 18(19.33) 10(9.11) 10(7.11) 80

Clergymen 44(38.89) 18(16.92) 5(7.97) 3(6.22) 70

General Public 63(66.67) 27(29) 16(13.66) 14(10.66) 120

Total 200 87 41 32 360

Source: fieldwork 2012

Where

SA = Strongly Agreed

A = Agreed

D = disagreed

SD = Strongly Disagreed

Table 5: chi-square distribution of respondents between kidnapping and high quest for quick money by the people 

£(Ob-Oe)2

-------------

Ob Oe Ob-Oe (Ob-Oe) Oe2

51 50.0 1.0 1.0 0.02

42 44.40 -2.4 5.76 0.14

44 38.80 5.2 27.04 0.61

63 66.67 -6.67 44.49 0.71

24 21.75 2.25 5.06 0.21

18 19.33 -1.33 1.77 0.10

18 16.92 1.08 1.17 0.06

27 29.0 -2.0 4.0 0.15

10 10.25 -0.25 0.06 6.25 x10-3

10 9.11 0.89 0.79 0.08

5 7.97 -2.97 8.82 1.76

16 13.66 2.34 5.48 0.34

5 8.0 -3.0 9.0 1.80

10 7.11 2.89 8.35 0.84

3 6.22 -3.22 10.37 3.46

14 10.66 3.34 11.16 0.80

Total Ex cal = 10.992

Table value (NC-1)(NR-1) = (4-1)(4-1) = 3 x 3 = 9

Table value = 9

Table 6

Statement VGE (4) GE (3) LE (2) VLE (1) FX Decision

Effects of kidnapping on: 

(a) Family of the victim 320(1280) 30(90) 10(20) - 1390 3.86 Great Extent

(b) Working place of victim 320(1280) 40(120) 10(20) - 1420 3.94 Great Extent

(c) Investment condition 340(1360) 20(60) - - 1420 3.94 Great Extent

(d) Mistrust and traditional African hospitality 300(1200) 40(120) 20(40) - 1360 3.77 Great Extent

(e) Economy of the state 335 (1340) 25(75) - - 1415 3.93 Great Extent

19.44

Grand Mean = ----------

5 = 3.88
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The interpretation of the scale is as follows: This research further showed that kidnapping

1.00 to 1.99 is Very Low Extent East Nigeria with a grand mean of 3.88. It revealed that
2.00 to 2.99 is Low Extent kidnapping greatly affects the socio-economic situation
3.00 to 3.99 is Great Extent of the people. 
4.00 to 4.99 is Very Great Extent The entire respondents were of the view that Nigerian

Research Question Two: To what extent does kidnapping in order to stop or minimize the incidence of kidnapping in
affect the socio-economic condition of the people of the nation. They added that the criminal justice system
South-East Nigeria? (composed of the police, court and the prison) should

From the table above, it can be seen that kidnapping successfully prosecute offenders to serve as deterrent to
affects socio-economic conditions of the south eastern potential kidnappers.
states greatly. That implies that kidnapping in South-
Eastern Nigeria greatly affects the African hospitality as Recommendations: There are many autonomous
well as the economy of the states. communities with many neighbourhood watch groups in

The grand mean of 3.88 is very significant and that many towns and clans in the South-East Nigeria. Those
signifies that kidnapping adversely affect the socio- neighborhoods watch groups whose function is to give
economic conditions of South-Eastern Nigeria. information on security situation in their localities should

DISCUSSION operational facilities so as to send SMS to police,

The study has investigated the socio-economic neighbourhoods watch groups should regularly be
effects of kidnapping in South East Nigeria. The findings visiting hideouts in their areas so as to monitor the
revealed that there is a significant relationship between activities of the hoodlums.
kidnapping and the high quest for quick money by the Adequate sanction and related laws should be
people. All the respondents (100 percent) agreed that they enforced against any politician, government official,
are aware of kidnapping in many cities in South East public office holders found collaborating either directly or
Nigeria. However, there were different views among the indirectly with kidnappers or their agents. 
respondents on the causes of kidnapping in South East The personal data of SIM card owners that are
Nigeria. While 35.5% were of the view that kidnapping is collected during SIM card registration exercise should be
caused by unemployment and government inability to stored in a safe place and made use of, by security agents
provide basic needs of the people; 55.7% stated that when monitoring the activities of kidnappers or
unemployment is not sufficient reason to make anybody investigating related offences. This is very important
to engage in kidnapping. This group of people added that because kidnappers use phone calls to demand and
it is the same level of basic infrastructure that is provided collect their ransom.
by government in areas of the country where there is no Any person found guilty of kidnapping should be
kidnapping. The remaining 8.8% stated that they could made to face the full weight of anti-kidnapping laws.
not confirm the reason for the menace. Even though that Furthermore, all property (including moveable and non-
there may be many reasons for kidnapping, 64.5% of the moveable) of confirmed kidnapper should be demolished
respondents stated that the primary cause of kidnapping and burnt to deter future occurrence. 
is greed and high quest for unmerited wealth. The The law enforcement agents should conceal the
research further exposed that another cause of kidnapping particulars of innocent citizens that give information on
is lack of good moral values and respect for human life. how to arrest kidnappers. 

On the issue of payment of ransom, 70% were of the Adequate and sophisticated operational working
view that instead of allowing heartless kidnappers to kill facilities should be given to the police by the government
their relation, they would opt to pay ransom. This group to enable them function maximally. 
stated that those who may claim not to pay ransom may Government should also try to create jobs and job
not be saying the truth because in most cases, the opportunities as well as enabling environment so that
immediate family of the victim does not state publicly private  sectors  can  create  jobs  for  the  young
issues relating to ransom and the amount paid. generation.

adversely affects the socio economic conditions of South-

police and the government of the country need to do more

be well equipped with communication gargets and other

regarding the activities of the kidnappers. Those
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CONCLUSION 3. Ignatius, Chukwu, 2011. “Kidnapping, Armed

This research work revealed the causes of kidnapping link upsurge to post election violence lull syndrome”.
in South East Nigeria and made recommendations on how Business Day, Monday, June 13.
to curb the menace. 4. Nnamani, L.C., 2009. Politics of Development and

It is the opinion of the writer that if the above Underdevelopment. Published by John Jacobs
mentioned recommendations are implemented, kidnapping Publishers     Limited     No.    7    Nkpokiti   Road
will drastically reduce or even stopped in the zone. Enugu-Nigeria.
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